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Unbounded derivations in uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras will be studied. 
Various conditions, under which normal *-derivations in the C*-algebras can 
be extended to the infinitesimal generators of the approximately inner strongly 
continuous one-parameter subgroups of *-automorphisms on the algebras, 
will be given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently one of the authors [7] showed that the domain of a 
derivation, which is defined as the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous one-parameter subgroup of *-automorphisms 
on a uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebra contains a dense *-subalgebra, 
which is the union of an increasing sequence of finite type I-subfactors, 
as analytic elements, and the derivation can be approximated by 
inner derivations on the dense subalgebra. This result indicates the 
importance of the study on unbounded derivations in uniformly 
hyperfinite C*-algebras, whose domains consist of the union of an 
increasing sequence of finite type I-subfactors. 
On the other hand, special cases of such derivations are often 
appearing as Hamiltonian in quantum lattice system, and Fermion 
field theory. Therefore it suggests also the possibility of developing 
various physical theories in the framework of general unbounded 
derivations satisfying the above domain conditions. 
In the present paper, we shall start a study of unbounded deri- 
vations in uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras satisfying the above 
domain conditions. 
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2. UNBOUNDED DERIVATIONS 
Let U be a uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebra. By a *-derivation 6 
in U, we mean that 6 is defined on a dense *-subalgebra, denoted 
by g(6), of U and it is a linear mapping of g(6), into U satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) s(a*) = s(a)* (u E g(6)); 
(ii) 6(ab) = 6(a)b + f&(b) (a, b E g(6)). 
DEFINITION 1. A *-derivation 6 in U is said to be normal if g(6) 
is the union of an increasing sequence of finite type I-subfactors 
{If, I n = 1,2,...) in U. 
THEOREM 1. Let 6 be a normal *-derivation in U; then 6 has the 
least closed extension 8. 
Proof. Let {a,> be a sequence of self-adjoint elements in 9(S) 
such that a, --+ 0, a, # 0 and 6(a,) + a. 
Suppose that a # 0 and there is a positive number h in the spectrum 
of a (otherwise, consider {-a,)). It suffices to assume that h = 1. 
Then for E > 0 there exists a positive element h([j h (1 = 1) in g(6) 
with ~1 + huh 3 ghz. Put ym = a, + 3 11 a, 11 1. Then yn --+ 0, 
6( yn) = s(a,) and G(hy,h) = 6(h) ynh + h8( y,)h + hy,S(h) + huh. 
Hence (1 8(hy,,h) - huh 11 < l/8 for some no . On the other hand, 
hy,h < 4 II a, II h2 and (1/2)(hy,h/4 IIa, II) < hah + ~1. 
Since 
/I a, II . 1 + a, 2 0, hYd/4 II 4 II 3 W) h2. 
Hence 
II hy,h/4 II a, II II 2 UP) II h II2 = W 
Let C be the C*-algebra of U generated by hymoh and 1. Then there 
is a character 9 on C with y(hynOh/4 11 anO 11) 3 l/2. Let $j be an 
extended state of F to U, and let 9 = {X I ~(x * x) = 0, x E U>. 
Since hym,h belongs to some U, , C belongs to U, . Since C n 9 
is a maximal ideal of C, it can be written: hy,,h - v(hy,h)l = u2 - v2 
with U, v E C n ~3’ (u, v > 0). 
Hence G(hynOh) = S(u)u + US(U) - S(v)v - vS(v), so that by 
Schwartz’ inequality, p(6(hy,0h)) = 0. Therefore 1 +(huh)j < l/8. 
On the other hand, E + ‘p(hah) > (l/2) q(hymOh/4 II anO 11) > l/4. 
This is a contradiction and completes the proof. 
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Remark 1. Theorem 1 can be extended to a *-derivation 6 in 
general C*-algebras such that 9(S) is closed under the square root 
operation of positive elements. The proof is same with the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
One of important problems in the theory of unbounded derivations 
is under what conditions we can conclude that a normal *-derivation 
can be extended to the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
one-parameter subgroup of *-automorphisms on U. 
In quantum lattice system, some sufficient conditions have been 
given, using the potential describing the interactions of the sub- 
systems (cf. [6]). 
In the following discussions, we shall give several sufficient 
conditions. 
THEOREM 2. Let 6 be a normal *-derivation in U and suppose that 
(1 + S) 9(S) and (1 - 6) 9(S) are dense in U, where 1 is the identity 
mapping on Il. Then the least closed extension S is the inJinitesima1 
generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter subgroup {p(t)1 
--a < t < +m> of *- automorphisms on U and moreover there is a 
sequence of unsformly continuous one-parameter subgroups {pn( t) 1 - 
co < t < + 00) of inner *-automorphisms on U such that {p,(t)(x)} 
converges to p(t)(x) umformly on every compact subset of (-00, co) 
for all x E U. 
Remark 2. By the results of [5], such a one-parameter subgroup 
(p(t)/ - co < t < +a> of *- automorphisms on U has a KMS-state 
and a ground state. 
Proof. Let 6 be a normal *-derivation in U; then there is a sequence 
of positive elements (h,) in 2I such that 8(a) = i[kn , a] for all a E U, 
and n = 1, 2,... (cf. [l, 7]), and clearly lim,,, i[h, , a] = S(a) for all 
a E 9(S). Put S,(x) = [ih, , X] for x E U; then for a E 9(S), we have 
linka, S,(a) = S(a). S ince (1 f S,)-l (x) = Ji” e-l (exp f t&)(x) dt 
for x E U, we have 11(1 f S,)-l /I < 1 and so 
IIU i h-l (1 f %x4 - (1 i w1 (1 f Sb II 
= II a - (1 i h-l (1 zk q(a>ll - 0 (n -+ +a). 
Let V+ be the closure of (1 f 6)(9(S)); then by the assumption, 
V, = U. Therefore ((1 f S&l (x)} is a Cauchy sequence for x E U. 
Put R,(x) = lim,,, (1 & 13,)-l (x) f or x E U; then R, are bounded 
linear operators on U with jl R, 11 < 1. Since R,(U) 3 9(S), the range 
spaces of R, are dense in U; therefore by the well-known theorem 
5SO/I9/I-7 
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of semigroups of linear operators [2,4, 8, 91, {exp t&(x)} converges 
{p(t)(x)} on every compact subset of (-co, co) for each x E U, where 
(p(t) 1 - co < t < +co} is a strongly continuous one-parameter 
subgroup of linear operators on U. Since exp tS, is a one-parameter 
subgroup of * -automorphisms on U, p(t) is a one-parameter subgroup 
of * -automorphisms on U. 
Moreover, let 6, be the infinitesimal generator of {p(t) 1 -co < 
t < + co} then clearly 6, is a closed *-derivation in U and by the 
theorem of semigroups, 
S,(a) = &ll S,(a) = li+i[ih, ) u] = S(a) for a E g(S). 
For x E U, there are sequences (a,*) in g(S) such that (1 f S)(a,*) --f X; 
hence 
(1 f 6,)-l (1 f S)(a,*) = (1 * S,)-’ (1 f S,)(a,*) = a,* -+ (1 f 6,)-l X. 
Therefore S(a,*) ---t &IX - (1 f 6,)-l x and so (1 & 6,)-l x E 5@(S) 
and S(1 & 6,)-l x = +x - (1 * S,)-lx = S,(l f- S,)-lx. Since S 
is the least closed extension of 6, S C Sr , but by the above equality 
S 16, , since (I rf 6,)-l U is the domain of 6, ; hence S = 6, . This 
completes the proof. 
Let T be the unique tracial state on U. If a derivation S in U has an 
extension 6, in U such that S, is the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous one-parameter subgroup of automorphisms on U, 
then by the unicity of the tracial state on U, 7(S(a)) = 0 for a E g(S). 
Now we shall define the following. 
DEFINITION 2. A derivation S in U is said to be regular if 
7(S(a)) = 0 for a E s(S). It is easily seen that a normal *-derivation 
is always regular. 
In fact, let S be a normal *-derivation in U; then there is a sequence 
of positive elements (h,) in U such that S(a) = i[hn , a] for all a E U, 
and n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and clearly limn+oo i[h, , a] = S(a) for a E g(S). 
Therefore T(S(U)) = 0 for a E g(S): hence a normal *-derivation 
is always regular. 
Let P, be the canonical conditional expectation of U onto U, , 
i.e., a linear mapping of U onto U, satisfying the condition: $ax) = 
$uP,(x)) for a E U, and x E U. Then it is easily seen that P, has the 
following properties: 
(i) P,(l) = 1; 
(ii) P,(x*x) >, 0 (XEU)i 
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(iii) P,(axb) = aP,(x)b (U,bGU,, XEU); 
(iv) P,(Kx) = P,(xk) (x E u, h E II,‘), 
where U,’ is the cornmutant of U, in U. 
THEOREM 3. Let 6 be a normal *-derivation in U and let 6, be a 
regular derivation in U such that $3 6 (namely, 6, is an extension of 6); 
then P,&(x) = P,i[h, , x] and S,(x) = limlz+m P,[ih, , x] (x E .9(Q). 
Proof. Let U* be the dual Banach space of U. For f E U*, f 1 U, 
denotes the restriction off to U, ; then there is a unique element b, 
in U, such that (f / U,)(a) = T(ab,) for a E Xl, . 
Since f (PJx)) = -r(P,(x) b,) = r(P,(xb,)) = T(xb,) for x E U, we 
shall denote b, by P,f. For x E U, it is clear that Ij x - Pm(x)\\ ---t 0 
(n + co); hence for f E U*, 
For y E 9(S,), we have f (S,( y)) = limn+m T(S,( y) Pn(f )). Since 
P,(f) E % 7 YPAf) E w4) and 
Since 6, is regular, T(S,( yP,(f ))) = 0; hence 
Hence f (S,( y)) = limn+m f (P,[ih, , y]) and so limn+m P,[ih, , y] = 
S,(y) in u(U, U*). If n 3 n, , then h, - hnO E U& ; hence 
P,,([ih, - ihmO , y]) = 0 and so 
~n,P,Phn 3 ~1 = ~nJ& > rl = C&&z0 > rl pn”*dY) 
in u(U, u*); hence Pnoi[h,,  rl = P,,h( Y) (Y E s(Q). 
Since IIPnoU Y) - %( r)ll -+ 0 (no + + co), we have 
II ~npb&, P Yl - %(Y)ll - 0 (no - -tm). 
This completes the proof. 
Now let G be the set of all elements x in U such that there exist 
lim n---m P,[ih, , x], and define a linear mapping 8 in U as follows: 
S(x) = limn+m P,[ih, , x] (x E ~2). 
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Then for a, 6 E g(6) and x E C8 (denoted by 59(s)), 
&zxb) = t+i Pn[ihlz ) uxb] = In;_mm Pn([ih,u] xb + a[ih, , x]b + ax[ih, , 61). 
Since a, b E some UmO , 
P,([ih, , a] xb + a[ih, , x]b + ux[ih, , b]) 
= P,([ih,, , 4 xb) + aP,bh , xlb + ~&WL~ , 61) -+ [i& , al xb 
+ a &x)b + ux[ihO , b] = S(u) xb + a Qx)b + ax S(b) (n -+ + CO). 
Hence axb E 9(S) and 8(axb) = 8(a) xb + us(x)b + axa for 
~1, b E 9(S) and x E z%(8). Moreover 7(8(x)) = limn+m -r(P,[ih, , x]) = 
limn+m ~([ih, , x]) = 0. Also it is easily seen that P&x) = P,[ih, , X] 
for x E 9(S). 
DEFINITION 3. The linear mapping 8 is said to be the greatest 
regular extension of a normal *-derivation 6. 
Then we have the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be a normal *-derivation in U and let 8 be the 
greatest regular extension of 6. Then 8 satisfies the following: 
(i) 8(x*) = S(x)*; 
(ii) S(uxb) = S(u) xb + as(x)b + axS(b); 
(iii) P,@x) = P,[ih, , x]; 
(iv) T@(X)) = 0 (x E 9(S), a, b E II,). 
Moreover the 8 is the greatest linear extension of 8 in all linear 
extensions y of S satisfying (ii) and (iv) (i.e., 
+g = S(U) xb + ~y(x)b + ad(b) and Mx)) = 0). 
The proof of (i) is easy and the proof of the last half is easily seen 
from the proof of Theorem 3. 
Problem 1. Is 8 a derivation ? 
Problem 2. Is 8 closed? 
In the following, we shall give sufficient conditions under which 8 
is a closed derivation. Now put T,(x) = PWi[hn , x] (X E U); then T, 
is a degenerate operator on U. 
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THEOREM 5. Let R(l & T,) be the range of 1 -j= T, , where 1 is 
the identity operator on U; then R(1 & T,) = U and there are the 
bounded inverses (1 + T,)-l. 
Proof. First of all we shall show that l/(1 f T,)x jJ > K, 1) x 1) 
(X IZ U), where K, is a positive number depending on n only. Suppose 
that this is not true; then there is a sequence {+} in U such that 
I( xj/j = 1 (j = 1, 2,...) and (1 + Tni)xi -+ 0 or (1 - T,) xj -+ 0 
(j ---f + a). Since T, is a compact operator, there is a subsequence 
(xj,) of (x~) such that {T,xjI) converges to some yn for each n. Then 
x. = (1 
CYn. 
+ T,) xj, F Tnxj, -+ yn. . Hence Fy, = limjl++c4 Tnxj, = 
Since P,T, = T, , yn E P,U = U, and so 
‘FY, = TJ’nm = p&h > Pnynl = Gn 3 f’nmnl = G, > ml, 
where k, = P,h, ; 
hence (1 + aik,) yn = 0, where &,(x) = [ik,, x] (X E U). On the other 
hand, the spectrum of Si, are purely imaginary; hence (1 rt Sik,)yn = 0 
implies yrr = 0, a contra&ction. Hence [I( 1 & T,)x I/ >, k, jj x (1 (x E U) 
and so (1 & T&I is a closed subspace of U. Since (1 & T,) is 
one-to-one and T, is a degenerate operator, by Fredholm theory, 
(1 & T,)U = U and so there are the bounded inverse (1 & T,)-1. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that (1 & 8) 93(s) are dense in U for a normal 
*-derivation 6 and suppose that {\I(1 + T,)-l I\} are ungormly bounded 
for n = 1, 2,... . Let k, = P,(h,) and p,(t) = exp tSik, (n = 1, 2 ,... ). 
Then the sequence of uniformly continuous one-parameter subgroups 
{p,(t) / - co < t < + a) of inner *-automorphisms on U converges 
to a strongly continuous one-parameter subgroup {p(t) I - co < t < 
+ m} of *-automorphisms on U in the following sense: for each x E 2l, 
{P&)(xN conv@xes to P(t)( x on every compact subset of (- CO, + co). ) 
Moreover, let 6, be the infinitesimal generator of ip(t) ) - CO < t < 
+ KI}; then 6 C 6, = 8. Finally let 6, be any unbounded *-derivation 
in U such that 6, is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
one-parameter subgroup of *-automorphisms on U and 6 C 6, ; then 
8 = 6, = Sz (namely, 6 can be uniquely extended to an inJinitesima1 
generator). 
Remark 3. In general, a normal *-derivation may have two 
extensions to infinitesimal generators. Examples are easily constructed 
by using the anticommutation relation algebras. 
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Remark 4. If a normal *-derivation 6 has an extension 6, which 
is an infinitesimal generator, then (1 & 8,) Q(S,) are dense in U; hence 
(1 & 8) g(8) are dense in U. 
Proof of Theorem 6. By the assumption, [[(l & T&l [I < K for 
n = 1, 2,..., where K is a fixed number. For x E g(8), 
IIU f Tn)-l(l zt TTx4 - (1 zt TP(l f W)ll 
= II x - (1 f TP(1 f %4ll < KIJ m - T&)II - 0 
(n -+ t-m>. 
Let V* be the closure of (1 & 8) g(s), respectively; then by the 
assumption V* = ‘??I. Hence ((1 f T&l y) are Cauchy sequences 
for each y E ‘?I. Put R,(y) = lim(1 f T&-r y for y E %; then 
11 R, (1 < K. Since R,(a) 3 s(8), the ranges of R, are dense in ‘?I. 
For a E ‘$lLI, , (1 & P&(a) = (1 & &,)(a) and (1 & &J-l ‘%, = ‘?I, ; 
hence 
for a E ‘%, . Hence lim,,, (1 f St, )-’ x = lim,,, (1 & P,S)-1 x = 
R,x for x E s(6). Since !I(1 f &J’l Ij < 1 for all n, 
Therefore by the well-known theorem of semigroups of linear 
operators (cf. [2,4, 8, 9]), (exp t&J y)) converges uniformly to 
p(t)(y) on every compact subset of the real line, where (p(t)} is a 
strongly continuous one-parameter subgroup of *-automorphisms 
on Qt. Moreover, let T,, be the infinitesimal generator of (p(t)}. Then 
(I & TJ-1 = R, . Since R,( 1 & 8)(x) = x for x E a(8), g(8) C g( 2-s) 
and so 8 c T,, , Since TO is a regular derivation, by Theorem 4 
T,Ssandso T,=S. 
Next we shall show the unicity of infinitesimal generator. Suppose 
that 6, is an infinitesimal generator such that 6 C 6,) and let 
(pO(t) 1 - CO < t < + CO} be the strongly continuous one-parameter 
subgroup of *-automorphisms on II such that p,,(t) = exp tS, . Let A 
be the set of all analytic elements of U with respect to 8, ; then A is 
dense in g(6,) by Nelson’s theorem ([3]). 
Since 8, C 8, all elements of A are also analytic with respect to 8; 
hence p(t)(a) = p,,(t)(a) for a E A and t E (-a, +a). 
Since A is dense in U, p(t) = pa(t) for all t E (- 00, + CO) and so 
6, = 8. 
This completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 7. Let 6 be a normal *-derivation in U. If for any sequence 
(a,) C g(6) with 11 a, 11 = 1, (11 P&(1 - P,) a,)[\} is uniformly bounded 
(equivalently, (11 PnSih,(l - I’,)\/} is uniformly bounded), then 
((1 f T&-l) is unzyormly bounded. 
Proof. Suppose that ((1 + T,)-l) is not uniformly bounded; then 
there is a sequence (a,) in g(6) such that 11 a, (I = 1 and 
IIU + Tn) a, II - 0 (n -+ co). 
(1 + T,) a, = a, + P,6(a,). Hence 
II P,a, + P, s(a,)ll = II Pnan + P, sP,(%J + Pn a(1 - PJ a, II 
= ll(l + &> P,(a,> + P, a(1 - P,> a, II. 
(1 - PnN + T?J an = (1 - pm + P,W,) = (1 - P,) 48 * 
Hence IIU - PA a, II + 0 (n + co) and so by the assumption 
II PA1 - PJ a, II < II PAh,(l - PA IIU - PA a, II - 0 (fl - 00). 
Therefore 
I II Pnala + P, Wll - ll(l + &J p&,>lI I - 0 (n - 00). 
On the other hand, ll(l + h,> P,(a,>ll >, II Pn(a,)lI --f II a, II = 1 
(a -+ 00). Hence we have Ij Pna, + P,6(a,)ll - 1 (n + co). This 
is a contradiction. Quite similarly we can show that ((1 - T&l) is 
uniformly bounded. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 8. -1Tf{ll ha- b II> is uniformly bounded, then {( 1 f T&l) 
is uniformly bounded. 
Proof. For x E U, 
ll[% - %a > (1 - P&l II < 2 II h, - k, II II(1 - P,)(x)lI - 0 (n - co). 
Hence 
P,[ih, - 2x, ) (1 - P&x] = P,[ih, ) (1 - PJX] - P&k, ) (1 - P)x], 
= P,6&(1 - P,)x - [ik, ) P,( 1 - P&2], 
= PnSihn(l - Pn)X + 0 (n + co). 
Hence by the uniform boundedness theorem in Banach spaces, 
0 Wih,U - CJII~ is uniformly bounded. This completes the proof. 
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Now let b(t) ( - 03 < t < +co> be a strongly continuous one- 
parameter subgroup of *-automorphisms on U, and let 6, be the 
infinitesimal generator of (p(t) ] - co < t < +a>. Let (UJ be an 
increasing sequence of finite type I-subfactors in U such that u,“=, U, 
is dense in U and u,“=, U, C A, where A is the set of all analytic 
elements of U with respect to {p(t) j - co < t < +a}. (The 
existence of such sequences are proved in [7].) Let 6 be the restriction 
of 6, to u,“=, 11, ; then 6 is a normal *-derivation in 21. Now let 
(6, 1 01 EU} be the set of all normal *-derivations in U such that 
6, C Sr and 9(6,) C A. Then & 16, for all 01 E 17 and so &,, & 3 6, , 
where naafl 8, = % I fh g(h). 
Problem 3. Can we conclude that &., 8, = 6, ? 
Problem 4. Is there a normal *-derivation 8, such that & = 8, ? 
Problem 5. Is there a normal *-derivation 6, such that & 16, 
and ((1 f T,,,)-9 are uniformly bounded, where T,,, are defined 
as in Theorem 5, using 6, . 
THEOREM 9. Let 6 be a normal *-derivation in U and let W = 
{x I limn+n P,S( 1 - P,)x = 0, x E LB(S)}. Suppose that (1 & 8) W are 
dense in U; then the sequence of unzformly continuous one-parameter 
subgroups (exp t2+, I - 00 < t < + CQ> of inner *-automorphism 
on U converges tl a strongly continuous one-parameter subgroup 
{p(t) I - Co < t < +a> of *-automorphisms on U in the sense of 
Theorem 6. Moreover let Sl be the infkitesimal generator of 
@(t) I - cg < t < + CD>; then 6, is the least closed extension of 8 1 W, 
where 8 ) W is the restriction of 8 to W, and 6 C 8, C 8. 
Proof. It is clear that 9(S) C W. By Theorem 4, limndm P*s(x) = 
8(x) for x E S(8). Hence limn+m P,$PJx) = limnAao Pas(x) = S(x) 
for x E W. On the other hand, 
P, 8P,(x) = P, 6P,(x) = P,[ih, , P,(x)] = i[b, 3 Pn@)l. 
Hence 
= II Pn(1 f %Jx + (1 - Pnb II 
2 m={ll PA1 h %k,>x ILIIU - P&III 
3 max(ll p&4l, IN1 - ~&4ll> 2 it- II x II for XE 11. 
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Moreover P,8 is a degenerate operator and so (1 f P$P,)Il are 
closed; hence by the same discussions with the proof of Theorem 5, 
(1 & Pn8P,)U = U and there are the bounded inverses (1 & P,8Pm)-l. 
By the above inequality, I\( 1 & P,sP,)-’ 11 < 2. For x E W 
11 x - (1 * P, SP,)-1 (1 & 8)X /I < 2 I\(1 & P, SPJX - (1 & 8)x II - 0. 
Hence by the same discussions with the proof of Theorem 6 the 
sequence of one-parameter subgroup {exp tSzkm} of *-automorphisms 
on U converges to a one-parameter subgroup {p(t) / - co < t < + co> 
of * -automorphisms on ZI. 
Remained part of proof is quite similar with the proof of Theorem 6. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 10. Let S be a normal *-derivation in Cu and let r = 
{x I limn+m [h, - k, , x] = 0, x E g(8)). Then I’C W and so if 
(1 * @I’ are dense in U, then we have the same conclusion with 
Theorem 9. 
Proof. For x E F, P,[ih, - ik, , x] = P&x) - [ik, , PJx)] = 
P,~(x) - P,[ih, , P,(x)] = P,S(l - P,)(x) -+ 0. This completes the 
proof. 
The following conjecture is very plausible. 
Conjecture 1. If 6, is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous one-parameter subgroup of *-automorphisms on U, 
then there is a normal *-derivation S in U such that S C 6, and S 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 9. 
Next we shall consider somewhat different conditions for normal 
*-derivations which have the origin in quantum lattice system. 
DEFINITION 4. A normal *-derivation S in U is said to be of 
finite type if we can choose h, such that h, E 53(S) for n = 1,2,... . 
(This is equivalent to 6(9(S)) C a(S)). 
In fact, let (eij) i, j = 1, 2,..., m, be a matrix unit of U, ; then we 
can see that [l/m, Cy& S(esj) eji, elk] = S(eJ for I, k = 1, 2,..., m, 
(cf. [l]); hence S(a) = [l/m, CT;==, S(e,J eii, a] for a E U, . Since 
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we can take 
then h, > 0. 
Remark 5 Many Hamiltonians appearing in quantum lattice 
system are of finite type (cf. [6]). If a normal *-derivation S in U is of 
finite type, then 6(9(S)) C 9(S); hence 
m-times 
squ) = SrTqs) for m = I, 2,... 
are well defined. 
THEOREM 11. Let 6 be a normal *-derivation of $nite type in U. 
Then for each a E C@(6) and each positive integer m, there is a positive 
number n(a, m) depending on a and m such that 
Si(a) = [ih, , [ih, ,... [ihn , a]]...] for all n(>n(a, m)) 
-- 
j-times 
and all j with 1 < j ,< m. 
Proof. Suppose a E UnO ; then 8(a) = [ihmO , a] E UFl for some n, 
with n, > n, ; hence S2(a) = [ihml , [ihe , a]] = [zhnl , [ihml , a]]. 
Continuing this process, we have the conclusion of the theorem and 
complete the proof. 
Now we shall consider a normal *-derivation S in U such that 
8m(L3(S)) C B(8) for m = 1, 2, 3 ,..., where 8 is the greatest regular 
extension of 6. 
DEFINITION 5. A normal *-derivation S in U is said to be of 
approximately finite type if there is a sequence of elements 1, in U 
such that limrr+m 8;(a) = %(a) for a E 9(S) and m = 1, 2, 3,... . 
Remark 6. All Hamiltonians in quantum lattice system are of 
approximately finite type (cf. [6]). 
Let (p(t) / -co < t < + co} be a strongly continuous one- 
parameter subgroup of *-automorphisms on U, and let 6, be the 
infinitesimal generator of {p(t) 1 -co < t < + co}; then there is an 
increasing sequence of finite type I-subfactors {U,} in U such that 
lJ,“=, U, is a subset of A of all analytic elements in U with respect to 
{p(t) I - aJ < t < + a> and uz-r U, is dense in U. Let S be the 
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restriction of 6, to (JzzI U, ; then 6 is a normal *-derivation. Since 
8 3 Sr , @(LB(S)) = SIm(9(S)) C 9(S) for m = 1, 2,... . Now we shall 
show the following. 
THEOREM 12. Let (p(t) 1 - co < t < + CO) be a strongly continuous 
one-parameter subgroup of *-automorphisms on U and let 6, be the 
infinitesimal generator of {p(t) 1 --OO < t < + CO}. Let 6 be a normal 
*-derivation in Il, induced by the infinitesimal generator 6, as above. 
Suppose that 6 is of approximately finite type; then there is a sequence 
of uniformly continuous one-parameter subgroups {p,(t) ( - co < t < 
+ co} of inner *-automorphisms on U such that {p,(t)(x)} converges to 
p(t)(x) uniformly on every compact subset of (- CO, + CO) for all x E U. 
Proof. Since 6, is a *-derivation, without loss of generality, we 
may assume that -il, are positive elements for n = 1, 2,... . Then 
for a E B(6) 
((1 + &,)Y - (1 j: W>U 5 M(a) 
= (1 f h,)Y ((1 + %I - (1 f Sln)>(l f W1 (1 f Ma>, 
= (1 & &,Y kkc% - &“N) -+ 0 (n --+ co). 
((1 f sty - (1 f ww It 61) u4 
= (1 f S&l kt& - b,>> G4, 
= (1 f hJIMV - 8% + “fn - s,nw4>, 
= (1 I &J1 MS,2 - qJ4) It (1 * &J1 S,,&” - s>w. 
Since II( 1 & S&l 6,” /I < 2, we have 
((1 f %,)-l - (1 i W>(l i 81) w> - 0 (n -+ co). 
Quite similarly, 
((1 i S&l - (1 f %-w f 81) VW 
= (1 f %,)Y kk(~l - SL,)> Sl%) 
= (1 f sJ’{f(s~+r - q+%)> f (1 i &*Y &“(q - slm>w 
Hence ((1 h S&l - (1 & S,)-l)(l + 6,) SIm(a) -+ 0 (n + co). Now 
let V, be the closed linear subspace of U generated by 
((1 f 81) vY4 I a E W), m = 0, 2, 3 ,... }. 
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Suppose that I’+ s U; then there is a bounded linear functional f+ 
on U such that f+ # 0 and f+( V,) = 0. Then 
f+(u) = -f+@,(u)) =f+(S1fyu)) = ... = (-l)mf+(61m(u)) = . . . 
for m = 1,2,... . 
Since all elements of L@(6) are analytic, we have 
f+(&>(4 = f+ (2 
VW0 
s SW(u)) = {f+(u)} 2 y tm =f+(a) exp(--t) 
m=o . 
for all t with 1 t j < s(a), where s(a) is some positive number 
depending on a. On the other hand, f+(p(t)(a)) and f+(a) exp( -t) are 
analytic on (-co, co); hence we have f+(p(t)(u)) = f+(u) exp(-t) for 
t E (- 00, co). Since 
lf+WWl < IIf+ II II dWll = IIf+ II II a IIT f+(u) = 0. 
Hence f+(u) = 0 for all a E g(6). Since g(6) is dense in U, f+ = 0. 
Quite similarly if I’- $ U, there is a bounded linear functional f- 
on U such that f- $ 0, f-( VJ = 0. From this we can conclude that 
f-Mt>(4> = f-(a) exp t f or t E (-co, co); hence f- E 0. In con- 
clusion, we have V, = U. Therefore the sequence of uniformly 
continuous one-parameter subgroups {exp t al, j -co < t < + co> 
of inner *-automorphism on U converges to the one-parameter 
subgroup (p(t) I - 00 < t < + a> in the sense stated in the theorem. 
This completes the proof. 
Finally we shall state a very plausible conjecture. 
Conjecture 2. All normal *-derivations induced by infinitesimal 
generators as above are of approximately finite type. 
Note added in proof. The authors found that Problem 2 is affirmative. 
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